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� Activate your UTORid!
› Go to Tcard office if you haven’t yet

� Wednesday is last day to add courses
� Website
› tinyurl.com/csca08f11

� Discussion Board
› tinyurl.com/csca08f11-board
› Login w/ username: UTORid, password: student # 
(and then change password)

› Check DAILY

� Assignment 1 is posted
› Find your partner and read it
› We’ll discuss more on Wednesday

� CodeLab:
› First was due this morning
› Second one is posted and due a week from 
today (you will need to pay $25 USD to 
complete it)

� Labs:
› Make sure you are signed up for a tutorial 
section
› And go to the one you sign up for!
› Lab 1 marks on Intranet, so log in and make sure 
you agree (intranet.utsc.utoronto.ca)
� If you don’t, email me with name, student number, 
lab section attended

� IC 497

� Mondays 1:30 – 3:30

� Wednesdays 3:30 – 4:30

� I’m essentially there all day Mon & Wed 
outside of lecture hours, just drop by

� Email if you’d like an appointment

� Python has a lot of built-in functions
› max, min, abs

� A function call:
� max(2,11)  # returns 11

› type, char, str, int, float

� Recall that all variables have type, and we 
can type cast them to change their type

� In math:

› f(x) = x2

� In Python:
› def f(x):

› return x**2

› Now we can use f:

› print f(5)  # prints 25
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� A function definition is for creating a new
function

def function_name (parameters):

body

Zero or more variables, commaZero or more variables, comma--separatedseparated

One or more Python statementsOne or more Python statements
(often ends with (often ends with returnreturn statement)statement)

ddefef keywordkeyword

You You mustmust

indentindent

� Using an existing function

� How it’s executed:
1. Each argument is an expression.  Evaluate 

these expressions, in order.  (The value of 
each expression is a memory address.)

2. Store these memory addresses in the 
corresponding parameters.

3. Execute the body of the function.

function_name (arguments)

Zero or more expressions, commaZero or more expressions, comma--separatedseparated

� How it’s executed:

1. Evaluate the expression.  (The value of the 
expression is a memory address.)

2. Exit the function, using that memory address as 
the value of the function call.

� Note: The function ends immediately.  Any 
remaining statements are not executed

return expression
rreturneturn keywordkeyword

� Assignment:
› variable = expression

� Print:
› print expression

� Return:
› return expression

� Briefly seen (will do later): For loop:
› for variable in list:

› ...

� Next: If statement:
› if expression:

› ...

� If you haven’t yet…
› Activate UTORid

› Enroll in lecture section and tutorial by 
WEDNESDAY

› Log into Discussion Board

› Log into Intranet

� Look at course website for lecture notes, 
reading, first assignment, etc.

� Find assignment partner

� Pay for CodeLab and start second set


